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Abstract

Color images are typical examples of vector-valued signals. For that reason, vector processing represents an optimal approach. Although widely used vector filter is a vector median based on a reduced ordering, the directional processing with utilising of the angle between input vectors can be used, too. By this way can be achieved well estimates, since vector directional filters preserve color chromaticity, whereas vector median filters may not satisfy this requirement. So, this paper is focused on the performance of basic vector directional filter in dependence on the various angle distances.
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1. Introduction

At present, processing of color images is related with a number of applications such as television, communication technologies, computers, robot visions, medical imaging, etc. Thus, the considerable attention is focused on the preserving of color information [8] on that the human visual system is most sensitive. In case of noise corruption [3], [5], [7], [11], [14], [15] are based on directional information, and thus, vector magnitudes are taken in the account of vector directions, i.e. angles. Importance of VDF resides in processing concept, where vector directions indicate color chromaticity. Simply, VDF perform optimal filtering operation in the sense of sample direction preservation.

Recently developed class of vector directional filters [14,15] is very important, since to produce an estimate, the directional information based on angle distance of input vectors is utilised. By this way, the directional processing represents optimal approach according to color images that are vector-valued signals, and thus, they may be processed according to angle and magnitude distance of input vectors. Widely used vector median-type filters based on component-wise filters that utilize the decomposition of color channels and thus, these filters are applied on the each color channel separately.

Vector directional filters (VDF) [3], [5], [7], [10], [11], [14], [15] are based on directional information, and thus, vector magnitudes are taken in the account of vector directions, i.e. angles. Importance of VDF resides in processing concept, where vector directions indicate color chromaticity. Simply, VDF perform optimal filtering operation in the sense of sample direction preservation.

This paper is organised as follows. In Section II, fundamentals of directional processing including various types of angle distances are presented. The recently developed directional vector filters are formulated in Section III, where is defined basic vector directional filter, general vector directional filter and spherical median filter. Section IV includes a number of experimental results. Especially, this Section is focused on the performance of basic vector directional filters. Finally, objectives are summarised in Section V.

2. Directional processing

In the vector space, image points of color images, i.e. vector-valued or multivariate samples, are determined by their magnitude and angle. Concerning the magnitude only, it is the case of magnitude processing. The typical example of vector filters based on magnitude processing are vector median-type filters such as vector medians, extended vector medians and weighted vector median filters. Another case of filters based on magnitude processing is given by component-wise filters that utilize the decomposition of color channels and thus, these filters are applied on the each color channel separately.

Let $x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_N$ characterize input set and $N$ is a window size. Each sample $x_i$ (for $i = 1, 2, \ldots, N$) represents $m$-dimensional vector. In the case of color images, $m = 3$, since image points are represented by tristimulus values. In general, the difference between two $m$-dimensional vectors $x_i$ and $x_j$ can be expressed not only by the comparing of vector magnitude or separately elements (the case of absolute and Euclidean distances), however, the angle $\theta(x_i, x_j)$ between two $m$-dimensional vectors $x_i = (x_{i1}, x_{i2}, \ldots, x_{im})$ and $x_j = (x_{j1}, x_{j2}, \ldots, x_{jm})$ defined as

$$
\theta(x_i, x_j) = \cos^{-1}\left(\frac{x_i^T x_j}{\|x_i\| \|x_j\|}\right) \quad (1)
$$

and

$$
\theta(x_i, x_j) = \cos^{-1}\left(\frac{x_{i1}x_{j1} + x_{i2}x_{j2} + \ldots + x_{im}x_{jm}}{\sqrt{x_{i1}^2 + x_{i2}^2 + \ldots + x_{im}^2} \sqrt{x_{j1}^2 + x_{j2}^2 + \ldots + x_{jm}^2}}\right) \quad (2)
$$
is used, too. In general case \(0 \leq \alpha(x_i, x_j) \leq \pi\) is valid, whereas in case of color image \([14, [15]]\) \(0 \leq \alpha(x_i, x_j) \leq \pi/2\).

- **Absolute angle distance**

  If \(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_N\) define input set, then absolute angle distance \(\alpha_i\) that corresponds with vector sample \(x_i\) can be expressed as

  \[
  \alpha_i = \sum_{j=1}^{N} A(x_i, x_j) \quad \text{for } i = 1, 2, \ldots, N
  \]

  where \(A(x_i, x_j)\) denotes the angle between vectors \(x_i\) and \(x_j\).

  Another expressions of angle distance can be achieved introducing mean and square operators, what is performed as follows \([11]\):

  - **Mean absolute angle distance**

    \[
    \alpha_i = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} A(x_i, x_j) \quad \text{for } i = 1, 2, \ldots, N
    \]

  - **Square angle distance**

    \[
    \alpha_i = \sum_{j=1}^{N} A^2(x_i, x_j) \quad \text{for } i = 1, 2, \ldots, N
    \]

  - **Mean square angle distance**

    \[
    \alpha_i = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} A^2(x_i, x_j) \quad \text{for } i = 1, 2, \ldots, N
    \]

  It is evident that the performance of vector filters based on directional information depends on the type of used angle distance. These merits can be utilized in various filtering algorithms based on directional information. According this, a class of vector directional filters should have to offer the same wide possibilities as in the case of filters based on magnitude processing. For that reason, it is interesting to list some directional techniques. So, in next Section is presented the basic description of most frequently used vector directional filters.

### 3. Vector directional filters

To define an estimate of vector directional filters, the ordering process of multivariate samples \(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_N\) according to associated angle distances \(\alpha_1, \alpha_2, \ldots, \alpha_N\) must be described. Let \(\alpha_i\) (for \(i = 1, 2, \ldots, N\)) characterizes angle distances associated with input vector-valued sample \(x_i\) according to definitions from (3) to (6). Then the ordered set of angle distances \(\alpha_{(1)}, \alpha_{(2)}, \ldots, \alpha_{(N)}\) can be expressed as \([7, [14, [17]]\)

\[
\alpha_{(1)} \leq \alpha_{(2)} \leq \ldots \leq \alpha_{(i)} \leq \ldots \leq \alpha_{(N)}
\]

To achieve an ordered input set, the same ordering is required being applied to corresponding input samples \(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_N\) that can be expressed as

\[
x^{(1)} \leq x^{(2)} \leq \ldots \leq x^{(r)} \leq \ldots \leq x^{(N)}
\]

After this and according to principle of used vector directional filters, the choice of estimate can be performed as a sample or set of samples from ordered set \(x^{(1)}, x^{(2)}, \ldots, x^{(r)}\).

#### 3.1 Basic vector directional filter

If the first sample from ordered set (8) is chosen to represent the filter output, this filtering operation is so called as basic vector directional filter (BVDF). Mathematically, mentioned operation can be can expressed as \([11, [14, [15]]\)

\[
y_{BVDF} = x^{(1)}
\]

BVDF outputs the sample from input set that minimizes the sum of angles with other vectors. This operation, the color distortion is reduced, since BVDF does not produce new and unnatural samples that usually result in color artefacts.

#### 3.2 General vector directional filter

If a filter output can be expressed as the set of first \(r\) terms of (8) what is given by

\[
y_{GVDF} = \{x^{(1)}, x^{(2)}, \ldots, x^{(r)}\}
\]

it is called general vector directional filter (GVDF) \([7, [14]]\). Output set \(x^{(1)}, x^{(2)}, \ldots, x^{(r)}\) of GVDF has approximately the equal direction in a vector space and thus, it can be used as an input for additional filter \([10, [11]]\), where \(x^{(1)}, x^{(2)}, \ldots, x^{(r)}\) are processed according to their magnitude.

Usually, \(\alpha\)-trimmed average filter, multistage median filter and some morphological filters are used. It follows that GVDF differentiate processing of vector-valued samples on directional processing and magnitude processing.

From theoretical properties \([15]\), both BVDF and GVDF filters are invariant to under scaling and rotation, however, not invariant to bias.

#### 3.3 Spherical median filter

Spherical medians (SMF) \([14, [15]]\) belong to another subclass of VDF. Filtering algorithm of is based on the minimizing of following expression

\[
\alpha = \sum_{j=1}^{N} A(x_s, x_j)
\]

where \(A(\cdot, \cdot)\) characterizes angle between two vectors.

However, unlike BVDF and GVDF filters, SMF ones produce new sample as filter output, since output of SMF is represented by random vector \(x_s = \{x_{s1}, x_{s2}, \ldots, x_{sN}\}\) that minimizes (11), where \(x_s\) (for \(j = 1, 2, \ldots, N\)) represents input set. Thus, the estimate of SMF is usually accompanied with some error that results in color artefact with the simultaneous angle distortion of output vector.
4. Experimental results

Although three classes of vector directional filters were described in previous Section, the aim of this paper is focused on the performance of BVDF (9) only. Original images Lena and Mandrill are show in Fig. 1a-b. To simulate a noise corruption [3], [6], [7], [16], two noise models were used, namely impulse noise with uniform distribution and Gaussian noise, both were separately generated for each color channel, what results in noncorrelated noise type. Achieved results and differences from original images were evaluated by well-known mean absolute error (MAE), mean square error (MSE) and color difference (CD) [3], [7], [12]. In case of MAE and MSE, these criteria are taken as mean over 3 color channels.

Concerning used angle distance, the best results were achieved under the absolute angle (3). BVDF1 characterises basic vector directional filter with absolute distance (3), BVDF2 performs BVDF operations based related with use of mean absolute distance (4), BVDF3 and BVDF4 are used to describe BVDF filter with square distance (5) and mean square angle distance (6), separately. Achieved results are summarised in Tab. 1 to 4. Next, subjective visualisation of filter performance is provided on Fig. 1c to h. In term of color difference (CD) it can be seen that for lowly corrupted images BVDF filters with absolute distance (3) produce better estimates in comparison with vector median filter (VMF) [1,2,4] and component-wise median (MF) [4]. The fact, that in comparison with standard absolute and square angle distances the mean distances do not bring the result improvement, is very important.

On the other hand, in case of MAE and MSE, vector BVDF filters do not achieve better noise suppression than that of vector median. It’s caused by BVDF filtering algorithm preserving optimal color chromaticity, how-
ever in general, BVDF filters cannot achieve the noise attenuation comparable with vector median filters. Mentioned property is independent on the degree of the noise corruption, since BVDF filters achieve worse results in case of lowly corrupted images (impulse noise with impulse probability $p = 0.02$ and the Gaussian noise with $\sigma = 16$), too.

5. Conclusion

The aim of this paper was oriented on the use of basic vector directional filters for filtering of noisy color images, i.e. vector-valued signals. The performance of proposed basic vector directional filters was tested according to four used angle distances and two noise types with wide range of noise corruption. Achieved results signify the seamliness of directional or angle processing in the case of both, impulse noise and Gaussian noise on the ground of preserving of color chromaticity. It can be summarised that basic vector directional filters produce results, where natural color tones are preserved. For that reason, BVDF are well evaluated at subjective tests, since human eye is sensitive on color artefact. On the other hand, insufficient perfor

mance of the noise corruption can restrict the use of directional information to estimate of origin vector sample.

Worse signal details preservation and noise suppression obtained by BVDF are due to, since magnitude information carried by the vector is not taken into account when computing a filter output. Important is the fact, that basic vector directional filters are characterized by a robustness, what means the same performance at statistical various areas.

To improve the noise attenuation and thus, to enable a widely use in smoothing applications, two approaches are offering. The first is based on adaptive determination of a filter output, where could be used neural networks [7] or fuzzy decisions [11]. The second approach leads to weighted structures [18]. By this way, it is possible to achieve the same impulse noise attenuation as in the case of weighted componentwise filters and weighted vector median filters.

Both above approaches are fully applicable in directional processing and they can disclose potential embedded in directional information of a vector space.
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